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The building site is located in Hyvinkää 
in the region of Uusimaa approximately 
50 km north of Helsinki. The plot is 
situated 2,3 km from the city center, 
near the Hyvinkää Golf, Sveitsi ski center 
and close to running and skiing trails. 
The Paavola elementary school and the 
Paavola nursing home are located next 
to the site. The plot itself is large and 
has a lot of vacant space, used mainly 
as parking space and outdoor recre-
ation. The original building is built in 
1972 and is a typical Finnish 1970’s 
bookshelf frame concrete building.

Year of construction: 1972
Apartments:   40
Total floor area:   2,907 m2
Apartment area:   2,351 m2
Heating system:   District heating
Ventilation system:  Mechanical exhaust                                  
                        ventilation

BACKGROUND
STRENGTHS

Simple and functional layout
Great location, near the city center 
and nature.
School and nursing home in the near-
by area.
Good orientation

WEAKNESSES

Small variety of housing typologies
Worn out considiton
High energy demand and heat losses
Out dated appearance

OPPORTUNITIES

Large plot with possibility for expan-
sion
Rational floor plan 

THREATS

Health (e.g. indoor air quality)
Safety due to outdated equipment 
Growing operation and maintenance 
costs



STRATEGY
Currently refurbishing buildings have mainly 
focused on improving energy conditions though 
the replacement of materials and equipment. 
However, the matter of sustainability calls for 
a strategy that deals with aspects which goes 
further than mere technical calculations. 
This project pursuits a holistic vision of sus-
tainability from which social, environmental and 
economical factors receive the same attention 
as technical issues.

The objective of this project was to find a way 
in which the refurbishment could be attained 
withouth incurring in too many expenses for 
the current inhabitants. Due to this reason, we 
decided to create more habitational units in 
order to fund the renovation. In order to carry 
on this task, we dived into four major areas: 
Urbaniasim, Social behaviours, Economics & 
Environment; which lead our design.



URBANISM

According to current trends, cities in 
Finland will have to grow in order to 
meet the demand of housing. In the 
past the solution has been expanding 
the city into the outskirt areas.
A more sustainable strategy would be 
to densify the existing habitation-
al areas in order to use the existing  
infrastructure more efficiently.

A general solution is to expand ver-
tically. This limits the ammount of 
added living areaV to the load bear-
ing capacities of the existing structure 
of the building.

After reviewing the documents, we 
identified that the project's site has a 
great ammount of open space which 
could be used for this purpose. A 
situation that is common in many 
buildings through out Finland.



SOCIAL BEHAVIOURS

Nowadays people lead a lifestyle that at most 
of the times prevents them from interact-
ing with one another and isolates them from 
society. The social strategy of the project is to 
create space for neighbourhood participation, 
providing an opportunity  for meeting others 
through the use of common facilities, open 
areas and circulation spaces.



ECONOMICS

A key factor for any sustainable enterprise is its 
economical viability. 

It is well known that any construction endeavour 
incurs in a series of big initial expenses. This is 
the reason why most of the saving strategies fo-
cus on this part of the buildings lifecycle. However, 
on the long run, high maintenance and operational 
costs can lead to a poorly maintaned structure.

Due to this, our strategy tackles this challenge in 
two ways. On one side it
aims at creating new appartments for sale as a 
way to fund the refurbishment costs. And on the 
other hand it prioritizes the selection of materials 
and technology that would translate into low main-
tenance costs on the long run.



ENVIRONMENT

It is well known that the building industry ac-
counts for a big portion of the green house 
emmisions to the environment. This is the reason 
why, undertaking a construction process presents 
a golden oportunity to explore ways on how to 
reduce the toll that humans have on the ecosys-
tem.

On this matter, our strategy aims at meeting the 
energy efficiency goals dictated by code, through 
out the selection of materials with a low ener-
gy demand during its entire life cycle. Likewise,  
disruptive technologies that enable the explotati-
tion of green energy were prioritized over initial 

costs.



CONCEPTUAL PROCESS

After establishing that the creation of more habitation-
al units was a key aspect for the development of this 
strategy. The following step was to find the most opti-
mal shape and location for the added volumes.
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1.Housing 2.Social

3.Connection 4.Technology



HOUSING

In synchrony with the social, eco-
nomical and environmental goals of 
the strategy. A set of new appartment 
typologies were created. These aim at 
providing quality living spaces of varied 
sizes that cater to different markets 
other than those currently served by 
the original building. By doing this, our 
goal is to generate a more inclusive 
and vibrant community living within the 
premises.

On the other hand, the environmental 
objectives were pursuit through out the 
design process. 
By chosing CLT as the main  structural 
material, we were able to design mod-
ular units that attain savings during 
the design process. 
These units were moduled on a strict 
and rational manner that allows the 
creation of different types by the 
simple addition of singular units. All 
of this allows to depict a process in 
which mass production and prefabri-
cation play a key role in sav-ings of 

energy, time and construction costs.

1.TYPOLOGIES

KINDERGARTEN COMMERCIAL SPACE



The new added building is made of Finnish wood using CLT technology. Wood works 
as CO2-storage and thanks to its thermal mass it storages heat during the winter and 
makes sure the building won't overheat during the summer. Carefully built CLT buildings 
can last for hundreds of years and in the end of its lifecycle it can either be recycled or 
used for energy production. Customized CLT modules are prefabricated in the factory and 
raising the framework on the site is easy and efficient, which saves both time and mon-
ey. The modules can be adapted to the planning of the architect with stunning accuracy. 
Wooden structures result in great indoor conditions since it captures moist from the in-
door air and releases it when the air gets to dry and gives a nice aesthetic finish to the 
interior. The fire safety of CLT is good and it won't collapse in case of fire. CLT is also 
lighter than e.g. concrete which means lighter foundation.

2.CLT

HOUSING



SOCIAL

Many parts of the buildings encourage social 
sustainability. The courtyard is surrounded by 
a kindergarten, a shop and co-working space, 
which together form a vibrant and interactive 
area. Inhabitants have the possibility to work 
from home, which is become more common all 
the time, and at the same time have an eye 
on their children playing in the courtyard. The 
courtyard is planned to attract all ages and 
be a place where the inhabitants are happy 
to spend time and not only walk through. The 
ground floor in the existing building also offers 
modern sauna facilities and storage space. So-
cial space is an extra cost for the inhabitants 
but it also gives them several benefits that 
improve the living experience in the building, 
which is why inhabitants are ready to pay for 
them.



LANDSCAPE

The landscape design can be seen from 
three perspectives of the whole community, 
which brings the residents new chance to 
get together for communication. The triangle 
shape is suitable for both sitting and lying 
on. Wooden texture combined with grass 
matches the new built party and the natural 
environment of open space and can surely 
increase social participate.

500



GLASS MULLION CURTAIN WALL                   

 Low-E Coated Glass(10mm)

 Fixed Vacuum(40mm)

 Inner Glass(10mm)

Solar Panel

CONCRETE GROUND-BEARING 
BRIDGE                 

Spruce Floor finish (20mm)

Gypsum Concrete Subfloor(80mm)

 Comgated Steel Sheet(3mm)

Pipe Case

Plasterboard(12,5mm)

 Steel I Beam(203mm x 101mm)

CONNECTION
The bridge serves not only as a connection 
between the two building masses but also 
as social and green space. In the existing 
building, before entering the bridge, there 
is a common living room available to all 
inhabitants. The platforms of the bridge are 
situated in a staggered pattern to create 
an open atmosphere where you are able 
to see from one level to another. On the 
ground and along the platforms differ-
ent kind of native plants are planted which 
creates an outdoor feeling all year around.
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EXISTING CONCRETE WALL (230mm)

WOODEN PLANKS AS INTERIOR FINNISH FOR THE WALL TYPE AND 
COLOR AS SPECIFIED BY THE ARCHITECTS

WOODEN PLANKS AS INTERIOR FINNISH FOR THE WALL TYPE AND 
COLOR AS SPECIFIED BY THE ARCHITECTS

CONCRETE SLAB (50mm) FIXED TO STEEL ANGLE AND EXTERIOR 
BRICK WALL

CONCRETE SLAB (50mm) FIXED TO STEEL ANGLE AND EXTERIOR 
BRICK WALL

METAL FALSHING FIXED TO THE INTERIOR BRICK WALL COLOR 
BALCK MATTE

INSULATION / HEMP PACKS (800X400X400mm)

BRICK WALL / STANDARD UNIT (27X130X75mm) COLOR BLACK 
MATTE CEMENT JOINT OF (15mm)

BRICK WALL / STANDARD UNIT (27X130X75mm) COLOR BLACK 
MATTE CEMENT JOINT OF (15mm)

RAIN BARRIER / VAPOUR BARRIER

BRICK WALL / STANDARD UNIT (27X130X75mm) CEMENT JOINT 
OF (15mm)

VENTILATION GAP (50mm)

VENTILATION GAP (50mm)

WIND BREAK (50mm)

RAIN BARRIER / VAPOUR BARRIER

INSULATION (25mm)

INSULATION (25mm)

METAL CAPPING FIXED TO THE WINDOW FRAME

OPENING TO ALLOR AIR FLOW

STEEL ANGLE (75x75mm) FIXED TO BRICK WALL TO RECEIVE 
CONCRETE SLAB

TECHNOLOGY

The northern facade of the original building, 
due to its sheer size and lack of solar ra-
diation reprsesents the biggest threat to the 
energy efficiency goals for the project. Our 
startegy dealt with this matter by adding 
new insulation and windows on a disruptive 
manner. 
After analyzing the layout of the appart-
ments of the original building, it was iden-
tified that half of the windows placed on 
the northern facade served kitchems. These 
windows were shruk to two thirds of its 
original size in order to reduce the area of 
glass where heat loss could happend. Like-
wise the windows themselves were replaced 
by newer and more efficient models.

On the other half of the windows which 
serve bedrooms and livingrooms, the same 
shrinking strategy was not advisable from 
an architectonic point of view. Due to this, 
the energy efficiency was met by adding 
more insulation along the original wall. This 
presented an opportunity to improve the 
atosphere and living considtions of these 
rooms by carving out the space within the 
wall, which the users could occupy. In order 
to do so, the thickness of the added insu-
lation needed to be greater. This presented 
an opportunity to test natural materials that 
required bigger volumes but were cheaper 

and more sustainable to produce.

Northern Wall



TECHNOLOGY

Material Detail



Material Detail

TECHNOLOGY



BUSINESS

Income and expenses, the balancing of money, always plays a 
big role. There fore a business model has been made in order to 
ensure a successful project. The project has taken into account 
economical issues when planning and choosing materials and 
equipment, in order to come up with a a beneficial, yet environ-
mental friendly, solution. Life cycle cost (LCC) calculations for the 
refurbishment have been carried through and a cash flow analy-
sis that shows the profitability of the project.   

More detailed information can be found in appendix B. 

The construction cost per square meeter are approximated to be 
around 2 800 €/m2 and together with the revenues the calcula-
tions show a pay back time of the investment in the refurbish-
ment of 38 years.



BUSINESS
KEY PARTNERS

Government

Maintenance Company

Construction Company

Designers

Advertisement Company

Real Estate Agency

Inhabitants

Material producers

KEY ACTIVITIES

Hiring the construction company and 
the designers.

Moving the current inhabitants during 
the refurbishment.

Market Research.

Management.

Approaching the governemnt agencies.

Research the adequate technology to 
be included.

KEY RESOURCES

Pre Sell/Future Tenants

Current Tenants

Government and City (Nursing, Energy 
Efficiency)

EU Community

Janitor/Manager

Local material producers

Construction workers

VALUE PROPOSITIONS

Better energy efficiency and lower en-
ergy consumption

Renewable energy

Lower operational costs

Local and sustainable materials

Aesthetics

Modern living standards

Social atmosphere and communal fa-
cilities

Social activities 

Co-working space at home

Sauna

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

Customers expectations: Delivering new 
and refurbished apartments.

Guarantee functional, sustainable and 
modern homes.

Continuous communication during re-
furbishment.

Property manager living on the site for 
maintenance and communcation.

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

Existing and new inhabitants

Singles

Young Couples

Elderly

Families

COST STRUCTURE

Maintenance and operation

Construction

Design

Equipment

Material

Advertisement

Management

Permits from government

REVENUE STREAMS

Selling new apartments

LLHC savings

Future rent

Refurbishment charge for current inhabitants

Rent: Appartments, Social facilities (to be rented), Commercial space

CHANNELS

E-mail

Gatherings and meetings

Website

Site visits

Personal interaction

Newspaper

Real Estate Websites



MARKETING
SWOT Analysis
Strength: 
’ The concept is tackling the problem of urbanization
’ Advocates social sustainability
’ On-site renewable energy
’ Green space both outside and inside
’ Short time of construction
o Pre-fabrication and modularity
’ Local and natural materials
o CLT
’ Good LCA results
Weakness:
’ Complex approach
’ Needs free space on the lot
Opportunity:
’ In addition to the added building extra floor could easily 
be added to the existing building
’ The new construction can adapt to different site conditions 
(number, height and size)
Threat:
’ Complex project management
’ Costly

Distribution channels

Personal Networking and Selling 
Preparing done for the refurbishment attains personal contact among the in-
habitants. 
Direct Marketing
Flyers and brochures are distributed to current inhabitants, both personally in 
everyone’s mailbox and commonly on the notice board of each staircase.
Advertising
Digital advertisement, for example Facebook, Google and web sites of news-
papers is one way of advertising. This can easily drown in the mass and 
therefore newspaper advertisements are used as an additional way of adver-
tising. 
Web Site 
A website is created in order inform about the renovation and its proceeding. 
It’s primary target are the current inhabitants that can follow the refurbish-
ment already from planning stage and be informed about schedules and the 
progress. Further it can be used as a marketing channel for new possible 
buyers than can get detailed information about the project. 
Publicity
NZEBR in combination with RES are still not very common projects and the 
concept is so new that there are many different ways to reach the goal. 
Therefore it is possible that the project stimulates interest among citizens and 
newspapers would be interested in doing a spread about the project.  
E-mail
Current inhabitants need to be contacted in as many ways as possible in or-
der to assure that the information is going through. E-mails will be included 
as one part of the communication and will mainly include information about 
the schedules, proceeding and events.
Community Events 
Information evenings and gatherings will be held for the current inhabitants 
both to inform them about the refurbishment and to market the new apart-
ments among them. An event about the NZEBR concept is planned to be help 
as an open event for anyone interested to know more about NZEBR in general 

and about the Hakapaavo project in particular. 



TECHNICAL PLAN

1.Energy Demand



Heating
To figure out solutions of renovation, heating energy demands of orignal 
building has been
calculated. Heating energy demand was high as like other 1970’s finnish 
buildings. Major
reason for high heating energy demand was heat losses from the ther-
mal envelope and
ventilation. To compensate and improve these heat losses, various alter-
natives are
suggested in this report.
First of all, the reason for heat loss in thermal envelope that has been 
found out from the
building was high overall heat transfer coefficient. This directly means 
that Uvalue
of facade
of building is high. High Uvalues
cause high rate of heat loss. The first solution to this is to
add new insulation to facade. Many material of insulation were searched. 
Among the various
material of insulation, Cellulose is chosen as building insulation material. 
Natural or recycled
insulation materials are not maybe less cost competitive, but it is as ef-
ficient in Uvalue
as
mineral wool. Thermal conductivity of cellulose insulation is 0.040 W/
(mK). New cellulose
insulations are added to original building. For new building in front of 
original building,
Cellulose insulation are going to be used as well.

TECHNICAL PLAN

2.Heating
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